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Maintainingg order at first-sale sites
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New guidelines

Џ؆ᑋԪ۶ྲـሃϘјጁᏚ

regulating sales practices of

ழहᝯߞࢽєȄྲࢽєԒգϬԊȂڭЏݺ
ĳıĲıՐĶѡĲĵџӠੜȄ
ᆾᇒ؊ݺĳıĲıՐĶѡķџᗝ֖ୃ߰ྻȂгҿգᝯྲࢽє
ߞদᙇȄᆾᇒ؊֖ࣆᗁ໗ִ⃨كוЃЀሲȈȶϘߡѽ
ڽȂϘјጁߞᏚழјޱєዃߞᝯަȂփѷԳಯ҃

first-hand

properties

ನऎϞయᏚጁጹȂ၃௱ళӡЙԢߞᏚழјޱȄྲࢽє

T

he Estate Agents Authority (EAA) has
consolidated and updated the guidelines on the
sale of first-hand properties and the resultant three
new practice circulars took effect on 14 May 2010.

ᆾᇒ؊֖ࣆᗁ໗ִ⃨كוЃЀ۶ே֖ᗁᆾཀᇯᚳԐӠᗝ֖ୃ߰ྻȂ
ᚎЬ؊ўබϘјጁጹᏚழҍߞྲே഼טȄ
EAA Chief Executive Officer Mrs Rosanna Ure and Director of
Operations Mr Anthony Wong hold a press briefing on the new
practice circulars on the sale of first-hand properties.

The EAA held a press briefing on 6 May 2010
to announce key points of the new guidelines.
EAA Chief Executive Officer Mrs Rosanna Ure said,
“Sales practices related to first-sale properties have
long been of great concern to the public. This is
particularly so as practitioners have been adopting
new tactics in the sale of first-hand properties. The
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୵Ϟ୨ԪЙᙝᢏмߞҾ۶ᏚழјޱҳȂӺᢰԳಯ҃
ನधݽـ෪ᆾᇒ؊ߞգᝯഢܠȄȷ
ִщႃ҇Ȃ֯ऎഢᇒԳಯ҃ನேߞᑟᅹȂᆾᇒ؊գ

new guidelines were issued in response to everchanging market conditions and sales practices
and to facilitate the trade’s understanding of all the
regulations on the subject.”

ቮঋళۤᏋзߞనࣉȂؼຠϘјጁጹߞᏚழ૩ؔȂፁ
࠲ߏӹݽг༟ȃгӀ۶гӒȄݙգం৶ȂЙᎢ࣏
ڽЂݕЈгҦȂቮᓲ֖ࢽєȄ
ྲᑋԪߞ഼ טŜ ፠ၳȈĲıĮıĳġ ĩńœĪȃĲıĮıĴġ ĩńœĪġ фġ ĲıĮ
ıĵġ ĩńœȟŞġжऎϬԊȂж־ಉሏȈϘјጁጹᏚழԳᙇߞ
૩ؔȃ࠳ᏚϘјጁጹߞᑆՇфϘјጁጹߞߏႤ
ਫ਼ȄȞࠑϘȟ
թҳȂऎϞᢰधـϞႋࢽєߞаਟȂᆾᇒ؊ே֖ᗁ
ᆾཀᇯᚳԐӠࡈྻ߰ୃݺॗڍϞУਛ၃௱ணሃϘјጁ

ᆾᇒ؊ே֖ᗁᆾཀᇯᚳԐӠԨУ༡၃௱ணሃϘјጁጹᏚழߞԳಯ҃
ನгҦߞᇒನኸ៚៖ྲ഼ߞטѹঋаਟȄ
EAA Director of Operations Mr Anthony Wong explains the new
circulars to the management of five estate agency firms which have
been heavily involved in the sale of first-hand properties.

Mrs Ure pointed out that as the regulator of the
estate agency trade, the EAA has the duty to take
whatever measures needed to improve order at
first-sale sites and to ensure property transactions
are conducted in a fair, open and transparent
manner. All practitioners, be they from big or small
agencies, have to comply with the new measures.
The three separate circulars (No. 10-02 (CR), 1003 (CR) and 10-04 (CR)) cover maintaining order
at first-sale sites, practitioners’ conduct in firstsale activities and providing property information on
first-sale developments. (Table 1)
To facilitate the trade’s understanding of the
guidelines, EAA Director of Operations Mr Anthony
Wong met with the management of five estate
agency companies which have been heavily
involved in the promotion of first-hand properties
to carefully explain the guidelines to them, and
to remind them to adopt appropriate measures
to ensure their practitioners’ compliance with the
regulations.
Mr Anthony Wong said, “If practitioners are proven

ᅿᆓถྱЅஈཾۏষོкৰగҗಈӑҡޟཎَ
ᇒ؊యҍߞྲϘјጁጹᏚழே഼טႎᆽѿȂಉሏԺৎፑඛȄᆾᇒ؊ሮऎȂЙ
Ꭲ࣏Գಯ҃ನгҦᇒನኸȂࡈ࣏ݕغ።ߞం৶Ȃൌᕕႍ҇жϞႋ഼ߞטаਟȂڭ
ᓲՇݙգഢܠȄ

ᆾ

ం৶ॶᓲంգᝯࢽєȂЙ֭କ෩ڻᔹᎳߞއசПࢉїȂԳಯ҃ನߞгಿ؛ϵఀ
ѽ෩Ȅ
Comments from EAA Licensing and Practice Committee Chairman Mr William
Leung
he new practice circulars on first-sale properties issued by the EAA are comprehensive
and detailed, covering different aspects of the subject. Both the management of estate
agencies and frontline practitioners should thoroughly understand the circulars and comply
with all the regulations.

T

Should practitioners follow the guidelines, not only will they be able to provide quality
services to their clients, the public image of estate agents will also be enhanced.
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ጹᏚழߞԳಯ҃ನгҦߞᇒನኸȂԨҁেႎᗾႋࢽ
єаਟȂڭ෩ᓹҁেళۤᏋညߞనࣉၢᅁே֖գᝯഢ
ܠȄ
ཀᇯᚳԐӠࠑӯȈȶం৶ॶജᝋᅁჁхࢽєȂҞᏎ
ᆾᇒ؊॔ࢠۘ໗Ȃ൵ទদߞжऎᅣᏚ๕Ȅȷ
ऎϞўधே֖ࢽєȂᆾᇒ؊жݺ־ĶѡКфķѡᗝ
ᓱࢺ᠈་ᗾਲ਼ȂԨం৶ႎᗾႋࢽєаਟȄ

to have breached the regulations, they may be
subject to disciplinary sanctions by the EAA. The
most serious sanction is licence revocation.”
To help the trade comply with the guidelines, the
EAA held a Continuing Professional Development
(CPD) seminar in mid-May and will hold another
one in June to explain to practitioners the new
guidelines in greater detail.

ߒΙȈஈཾ֙ौᘈ

Table 1: Highlights of the practice circulars
ᕕѽ੩ব؛ՑԨਛӹ҃ҁߞ៳ݙгҦҪ҃ࠑ
ਣȃҪ҃ࠑਛȂݕغԢ҃ࠑਣф
ਛȄ

Practitioners must inform prospective buyers in writing whether their agency
company acts for the developer, prospective purchaser or both.

ӏఀۖਣఱᡋȂЙఀѽࠛێݕҁԩ၍తݕۦ
Ԩਛۤԇ֣ภ༵Ȅ

Practitioners must not accept or solicit any money, whether described as a
deposit or not, from prospective purchasers without the developer’s authorisation.

ЙఀԨਛ෩ڻภȂ߰ݕ෩ҍ෩ڻภߞ࢙
៉Ȃ๑Ꭲႍຊภ༵֯ԇ֣ӡȄ

Practitioners must not make loans or propose to make loans to prospective
purchasers for any purpose.

ᕕ෩ᓹਛྍழጁሲށ੩ԕߞށඏ֜ᅁቫব
ᒕȂЙঋᓥంᣍऻӯፑඏ֜ݙఀߞᅆඏ֜বᒕߞ
ᣍྏȄ

Practitioners should remind prospective purchasers to pay attention to the actual
dimensions of the units as stated in the sales brochure and not to rely only on
their perception of the size of the units gathered from viewing the show flats.

ӏۤఀਛߞ੩বԢྍȂЙҞՉవѽਛߞࠫ
ӡᶗӹѾࠛȄ

Practitioners should not arrange for payment of deposits using the credit cards of
prospective purchasers without their written consent.

ЙҞԴዃטКබߏߞ۹ඛᖖᄩ֯ҍሱᐱݑ൘গȂ
ڼՂԴዃטКߏࠢࠕߞጁՆନԳȂЙᢖӯ
ࠢࠕጁՆݕനࣉȂݕЂࠕֲࠢؼጁՆߞ࢘Ȅ

Practitioners should not misrepresent the surroundings of a development in
their promotional materials: for example, by drawing green pastures around the
development when there are in fact buildings and structures in the nearby area,
omitting certain nearby buildings or facilities, or substantially lowering the height
of nearby buildings.

ᕕ࢙៉ਛᏦӤਣ෩ڻழጁሲށ੩фኊӫ
ࠑаߞႤਫ਼ȂԨਛ෩ڻਣߞኊӫࠑаݙԕ
ႶߞߏবᒕфѽߏȶᅁӡবᒕȷᇖߞُӀў
ݕӀўռߞኊߞႤਫ਼Ȅ

Practitioners must advise prospective purchasers to carefully study the
information in the sales brochures and price lists, and provide to prospective
buyers information concerning the area of property and the price per square foot
or metre of the “Saleable Area” as contained in the price lists supplied by the
developer.

༷ँϘԩ৶ЍᆾရȞ༷ऎࢺ๕Գಯ҃ನȟȂയ
ᆾఠജᎠँ݀ϘјጁጹᏚழԳᙇЍ֯ߞ৶ЍȄգᝯ
гҦᕕᆽأԨᆾᇒ؊෩ڻႍԩᆾရߞܖԩ۶๕ၳ
ፅȇԴጁጹ༟ழьϘчࡈȂԨᆾᇒ؊הӹജᎠँ
ۖϘјጁጹᏚழᙇߞ৶ЍԩඏȄ

Each estate agency company must assign a controller (who must be the holder
of an estate agent’s licence) to oversee all company staff deployed to a first-sale
site. The estate agency company must provide the name and licence number
of the controller to the EAA as soon as possible; it must provide the EAA with a
copy of the list of staff to be deployed to a first-sale site at least one day before
the launch of the first-sale property.

Ղ๑ਣȂЙҞԴϘјጁጹᏚழᙇݢᢦӠ
ྍȇӏۤఀਣߞ੩বԢྍНࡈȂЙҞҍዃ
טȄ

No practitioners other than those of the estate agency companies appointed by
the developer should solicit business at the first-sale sites. Practitioners must not
issue advertisements without the written consent of the developer.

ЙҞ૭Դ֖ژႽϯȃវᅟژᏃݕВᙘᏼᏺϠЀȄ

Practitioners must not stand on the carriageway, intercept vehicles or distract
drivers.

యᏚߞ֖ऎЙҞჅжȂڼՂࠡᅟ֖ϠȃЙᙝหሲ
؍ݕᔌ֖ϠȄ

Practitioners must not be over-aggressive when conducting promotional
activities, e.g. persistent solicitation or stalking.

ໜȈ౬Ϟႋ഼ߞטႎаਟȂணᏦᆾᇒ؊ᇨ
www. eaa.org.hkȄ

Note: For details of the practice circulars, please refer to the EAA website:
www.eaa.org.hk .
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ޣᅿᆓԤᜰီޟٱᡐ
Notifying the EAA of changes in directorship
ಯ҃ನгҦ༷ަྍȂێгҦգԇ֣ၭڰᖔԇ

Գ

ݕᛓԇȂࡋႍгҦ༷බգᝯܢڰ഼ߢᆾᇒ؊Ȅ

ੲᑂȮԳಯ҃ನ౧ڼȯȂࢺ๕Ϡ༷Դၭڰԇݕᛓ
ԇџงĴĲчаԨᆾᇒ؊ቍӹहᝯߞࠑȂ഼ߢᆾ
ᇒ؊գᝯᢏـȄթҳȂࢺ๕ϠӺ༷ԴೣѤంڰԳಯ҃
ನЍ഼֯ߢᆾᇒ؊ȄჁхѽϯഢߞܠϠЀྻۖۦ
ᆾᇒ؊ߞ॔ࢠۘ໗Ȅ

E

state agency companies are reminded that
they should notify the EAA when a director is
appointed or steps down.
Under the Estate Agents Ordinance (EAO),
licensees have to file such notifications to the EAA
within 31 days of the date of the appointment or
departure using the relevant prescribed forms.
Licensees should also notify the EAA when they
stop doing estate agency work. Failure to do so
may result in disciplinary sanctions by the EAA.

ߣԤႂ࡚ώแޟཾސ౩Пݲ
Handling properties with
unauthorised building works
ᇒ؊ݺӎՐĵѡҍே഼טĲıĮıĲġ ĩńœĪȂ෩ᓹ

ᆾ

ం৶ನࠢգჁ࢙Ѝߏߞ૧ႨӹݽՂ

҃ࠑ૧їϘўȂ༷෩ᓹ૧їඏ֜ҞକգՉԑயᛟȂф
౻྾ႋ៖हᝯߞলᔍȂڼՂࣆܹҞᅆߏ֖ڹদ՜ᡋ
ݕߏࢋൕຈȄգᝯே഼טЏϯႶݺӎ؊ᇨ૭Ȅ

թҳȂᆾᇒ؊ݺĴѡĳĺџᗝᓱȮጁᇯ࠲ᏳሃԳಯ
҃ನݺನࠢգჁ࢙Ѝߞߏ༷ަྍߞ༵ڰȯ
ᛟᗾਲ਼Ȅᗾਲ਼כєϞॗĴııԩం৶ணҐȄ

T

he EAA issued a new practice circular 1001(CR) in April to remind practitioners that
if they act on behalf of a tenant renting an old
property with unauthorised building works, they
should alert the tenant to possible safety issues
related to the property. They should also explain
to their client clearly the risks involved, such as
the risk of the Government's exercising its right of
re-entry or closure of the property, to protect the
tenant’s interests. The new practice circular has
been posted on the EAA website.
Separately, on 29 March 2010, the EAA held a
seminar entitled “Repair and maintenance of old
buildings and proper procedures for estate agents
in handling properties with unauthorised building
works”. The seminar was attended by around 300
practitioners.

ᆾᇒ؊ࢠޱᠪய௺ஈજԐӠȞҽȟȃՆ၌ᗁՆเ༓ਰഄӖ௵Ԑ
ӠȞКȟфႍ၌ૺຕᅹЍਰധၧ߾ށൾЀຍం৶ߞ෩யȄ
EAA Legal Counsel Mr Earnest Cheung (left), Chief Building
Surveyor of the Buildings Department Mr Chong Wing-hong (middle)
and Senior Structural Engineer of the Department Dr Hui Ming-fong
answer questions from practitioners.
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कࡡϷএਰϷٴġșġ
ᖝघనࠉ҆ڥுີ፲ᚖПਪ७ӣཎ
Inquiry hearing case —
Written consent of both purchaser and vendor
needed before changing the terms of a PASP
ᎱԪॗȞᗜॗȟ࣏ࢠޱۍॗفϧߞћԆȂ

ᗜ

ԯթॶўݕᎱў౬ؼـᗜॗߞ౧ภȂం

৶ᕕۤఀҩϘўߞ੩বԢྍȂݕՉవێԴգᝯ
ᚎᜪȄ

A

provisional agreement for sale and purchase
(PASP) is a legally binding document. If either
the purchaser or the vendor would like to amend
the terms of a PASP, practitioners should seek the
written consent of the other party or arrange for
them to initial the amendment.

ԴϘुࢠ॔ܟୈৎ੯КȂం৶ऎᛕ҃ನȄҁԐՉ
వўඏўবᜪ၌ᗜॗȂႍᗜॗॶށўӏକኹ֖
ԪॗȂᎱўҞѽٟ՜ࠛȂ֭ЙҞѽԨў་Ϙَୠ
ٿയԇݕঋِᎪᔺྫҵȄ๒փȂႍం৶ࢢێሃᎱў
Ԫॗ౧ภȂࢷᎱўߞ࢙៉ᗜॗؼऎȶӅӅ
Ꮁȷ៉ȂدڭўߞĴıေЮࠛњೈӹຜᎱўȄҩ
ϘўবȂўؼᢏѹྍȂஃѤָњೈȂᎱᛕўԯ
փ་֖ࢠޱഩȄ

ႍం৶ࢷᎱўঋِԪॗؼऎȶӅӅᎱȷߞԪ
ॗȂدᛕўԴ࣏ըӹݽК༷ݚᑉߞࢠޱയԇ؆ԑؼᢏ
ϞȂ៳౧ภϯߞদঋȂႍ֭ం৶ӏգۤఀў
ߞ੩বԢྍȂබدࠛӹຜᎱўȂٟգᆽ༓Јѕ۶ᆽ
ϘзᕕᆽߞׅϧȂӏգᓲՇȮᑆՇՇࡋȯĴįĶįĲࣱȄ

ຕލႍం৶ജᆾᇒ؊॔ࢠ৶ዶԣᏚ๕ĲĵчȂ
ҁߞ๕ӺജࠢҐ౧ԆȄ

In this inquiry hearing case, a practitioner acted
for both the purchaser and the vendor. He first
arranged for the purchaser to sign a PASP, which
contained the provision that should the buyer fail
to complete the transaction, the deposit shall be
forfeited to the vendor but the vendor shall not sue
the buyer for any liabilities or damages. However,
when the practitioner later discussed the PASP with
the vendor, the practitioner, at the request of the
vendor, changed the PASP to a “must buy, must
sell” agreement and passed the buyer’s $300,000
cheque to the vendor. On the other hand, the
purchaser changed his mind and stopped payment
of the cheque. This led to litigation between the two
parties.
The addition of such a term to the PASP was a
significant change, as the liabilities of both the
purchaser and vendor had totally changed. The
practitioner did not obtain the buyer’s written
consent or arrange for him to initial the amendment
before passing the deposit to the vendor. He did
not exercise due care and diligence, and thereby
failed to comply with paragraph 3.5.1 of the Code
of Ethics.
The EAA Disciplinary Committee suspended the
practitioner’s licence for 14 days and attached a
condition to his licence.

5

୦ོфߒཎَ

Comments from representatives of trade associations
สԳಯᠪயྻ٘

শ

P

ྰྻࠜሮऎȂȮԳಯ҃ನ

౧ڼȯЏށϞం৶Դߏӹ
༷ݽᓲՇߞഢܠȄం৶Ӆ༷ទ
ᓲՇहᝯޱഢ۶ᑆՇȂЖ
କ࠲ቪᎱᛕўߞૈ׀Ȅৎ੯К
ߞం৶ᅗ࢘ӏទᚰȂѽ७Դ
ᗜॗࡈȂӏۤఀࢉїߞ੩ব

শสԳಯᠪயྻ
٘ྰྻࠜ
President of the Hong
Kong Chamber of
Professional Property
Consultants
Mr Lawrance Wong

resident of the Hong Kong Chamber of
Professional Property Consultants Mr Lawrance
W
Wong
commented that the EAO specifies the rules
a regulations which practitioners should observe
and
w
when
handling property transactions. Practitioners
s
should
comply with these rules and the Code of
E
Ethics
to protect the interests of both the purchaser
and the vendor. The practitioner in this case should
have sought the written consent of the client prior
to amending the terms of the PASP.

ԢྍȂᐱ७ᓾҵȄ

สԳಯ҃ನྻᝯጄӀྻ

শ

P

ࠜࠑӯȂԴ഼ޱϭȂ҃ನϠ

resident of the Society of Hong Kong Real Estate
Agents Mr Denys Kwan said under common law,

a
agents
have the responsibility to protect their clients’

գയԇ࠲ቪࢉїૈ׀Ȅ҃ನՉవࢉї

in
interests.
Estate agents should therefore exercise due

ᜪ၌ᗜॗЙକఫѽቅѕȂэ࣏ێ

c
care
when arranging for clients to enter into a PASP,

ನদঋ౧ћȂ༷ፁ࠲ᎱᛕўԢྍ

p
particularly
when dealing with important terms. Agents

౧ภф੩বᜪȄᛕ҃ನ༷ঋЈѕ
࠲ቪᎱᛕўߞૈ׀ȂॶێКϘў
෩ҍߞ౧ԆᅆҩϘўЙ׀Ȃ҃ನգയ
ԇԨᛕўႋ៖ႍঋِᅆҁেߞ׀ᅑȂ

s
should
ascertain whether both parties agree to the terms
শสԳಯ҃ನྻ
ᝯጄӀྻࠜ
President of the Society
of Hong Kong Real
Estate Agents
Mr Denys Kwan

Ӏᓊᛕўૈ׀ȄҩҳȂԪॗ౧ћӺঋ

a obtain their written consent to the agreement. In the
and
case of dual agency, agents should exercise due care in
protecting the interests of both. If either party wishes to
add terms which are disadvantageous to the other, agents
should act in an impartial manner and advise both parties
of the pros and cons of such amendments. The terms and

౻ࠑႿᛕўྍȂڭԴᛕўൌށӨ۶ԢྍϭЖҞᜪ၌Ȅ

conditions of a PASP should clearly reflect the intent of

թҳȂՂჃۖԪॗӏգߞށఐȂ҃ನᕕԨᛕўႋ៖౻

both and the agreement should be signed only after both

྾۶ϞႋᛕўߞྍȂ഼ჅߞўՑႋٙயᛟȄ

parties understand and agree to the terms. If agents come
across situations which are not mentioned in the PASP,
they should explain such matters clearly to both parties,

ᝯྻࠜࢽҍȂৎ੯Кߞ҃ನӏգՉవў੩বፁᅁᗜॗߞ

understand their needs and resolve the matters through

ؼȂࠛӹຜᎱўȂٟգᆽϘзᕕᆽߞׅϧ۶ᆽ༓

negotiation.

ЈѕȂᅁ៳݆ȄϾᔝ៉ਟݽൄߋݴȂϵᝋᅁȞэ

Mr Kwan also pointed out that the practitioner mentioned

ێԴٟգϬ߰֯ᝋߞఐϭȟȂݙѽᗜॗॶգؼȂϘ

in the above case was negligent in not asking for the

ܠঋۤఀᛕўԢྍфѽ੩বᜪȄ

buyer’s written consent to the amendment to the PASP
before passing the deposit to the vendor, thus failing
to exercise due care and due diligence. As verbal
agreements may lead to disputes and are hard to prove
(especially when there is no third party witness), the
written consent of both parties is essential.
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ฒถٱӴф౩ώհΡρೝᔮ
Unlicensed persons engaging in
estate agency work prosecuted
๕ంڰԳಯ҃ನݕᄌӡ๑๕ϠЀంڰԳಯ҃ನ

๑

Ѝ֯៳Ԗڰ။֖ȄกงᗜࠕȂԳಯ҃ನгҦ

ᇒನኸзлၑӡ๑๕ࠦՐϠంڰԳಯ҃ನЍ֯Ȃѽڗ
ႏޱȄ

ᆾᇒ؊ԴࠕงߞϘըே֖ޱஜКȂϘԩ๑๕ϠЀ
ԨᠪࢉЬߏфணሃ៉ኊߞЍ֯ȄႍԩϠЀऎϘਛ
Գಯ҃ನгҦߞҦᑟȂݚሮգ་֖Գಯ҃ನЍ֯Ȃ੯
Ԇ൵ࢢജᚼЬП់ўನȂփ់ўӺ෩ҍᕭఠȄຕލ
ႍԩϠЀԴĳıĲıՐĵѡജޱਲֿᇳภĥĶĭıııȄ

ҝՐӺգϘԩԳಯ҃ನгҦၭڰᄌӡϘԩ๑๕ϠЀȂ

E

ngaging in estate agency work without a
licence and employing unlicensed persons to
carry out such work constitute criminal offences.
As summer is approaching, the EAA would like to
remind the management of estate agencies not to
hire unlicensed young people to engage in estate
agency work.
In a recent EAA operation, an unlicensed person
was found introducing properties to clients and
engaging in negotiation work. Being a driver of
an estate agency, he admitted carrying out estate
agency work without a licence. The case was
referred to the police. The person was prosecuted
by police and fined $5,000 in April 2010.

ऎϘᅆш෩ڻԳಯ҃ನއசȄຕލႍԩ๑๕ϠЀф
ႍԩၭڰԴĳııĺՐĴѡж־ജޱਲ໗ܠჁхȮԳಯ҃
ನ౧ڼȯĲķĩĲĪĩŢĪ౧фĴĺĩĲĪ౧ȂیϠജֿᇳภ
ĥĳĭıııфᆾူیৎѡȂ፤ԖیՐȄᆾᇒ؊॔ࢠ৶ྻ
ݺӎՐĳѡᅆႍԩၭڰ་֖॔ࢠुୈȂ॔ࢠ৶ྻ൵
ࢢٙܠ᠔യႍԩၭڰȃᇳภĥĶĭıııȂڭԴێ๕ϯࠢ
Ґ౧ԆȂঋِҁԴϘՐаۤఀĲĳৎࢺ᠈་ᄑ
੮ѕॊӫᐯжȄ

ᆾᇒ؊ே֖ᗁᆾཀᇯᚳԐӠሲȈȶԳಯ҃ನЍ֯ܠ၍
ዃȂҒࣁऎѹЬਛݕ૧ࢉȂѽфऎᎱᛕў
་֖៉ኊЍ֯ຈȄ๑๕ϠЀڹജၑᑉԇێҁᚚ֜Ȃ
ணሃԳಯ҃ನЍ֯ȂබգҞକജᕭఠȄȷ
ҪঋணሃԳಯ҃ನЍ֯ȂබգҞକജᕭఠȄȷ

In another case last year, an estate agency
director hired an unlicensed person to provide
estate agency service to a couple. In the end, the
unlicensed person and the director were convicted
of breaching sections 16(1)(a) and 39(1) of the EAO
respectively in March 2009. They were fined $2,000
and sentenced to two months’ imprisonment,
which was suspended for two years. In February
t h i s y e a r, t h e E A A D i s c i p l i n a r y C o m m i t t e e
conducted an inquiry hearing against the director,
which resulted in the director being reprimanded
and fined $5,000. The Disciplinary Committee
also attached a condition to the director’s licence,
requiring him to obtain 12 CPD points in core
subjects of the CPD Scheme within one year.
EAA Director of Operations Mr Anthony Wong
said, “Estate agency work has a wide meaning,
including the introduction of a purchaser or tenant
to a vendor or landlord, or carrying out negotiations
on behalf of a purchaser or vendor. Even though an
unlicensed person might be hired to fill other posts,
if he carries out estate agency work, he faces the
risk of prosecution.”
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ྱȮஈཾЙыȯඪЀ݈Ыҁ
Practice Guide sets out best practices
ᇒ؊ݺӎՐϬѡҍߍϞϘਇȮேјҊȯȂऎ

ᆾ

Գಯ҃ನгҦߞᇒನϠ৶۶ࡈ።ం৶ӲϘ

ਇನྐߞேዾȂᄁᔽध෩۞ڻߞއசПઐ
߰Ȅ
ᆾᇒ؊֖ࣆᗁ໗ִ⃨كוЃЀሲȈȶߤྻᅆԧ֖

T

he EAA published a Practice Guide for Hong
Kong Estate Agency Practitioners (Practice
Guide) in March this year. The Practice Guide sets
out best practices for the estate agency trade with
the aim of encouraging practitioners to provide
quality services to consumers.

ߞঋِЙᙝ෩Ȃᆾᇒ؊ౕؓԳಯ҃ನध୵Ϟᓲ
ՇȮԳಯ҃ನ౧ڼȯНҳȂӺୠِᔹᎳ۶۞ߞއ
சȄȷ
ִщࠑӯȂᆾᇒ؊งౕȮேјҊȯକᑘӲࢽዾȂ
ڻधணւ۶ႬᔌȂంփ෩ڻᔹᎳߞއசȂ෩пێ

EAA Chief Executive Officer Mrs Rosanna Ure
said, “The community has growing expectations of
different trades. Estate agency practitioners should
not only comply with the EAO but also strive for
excellence and quality services.”

Գ֜Ȅ
ȮேјҊȯԕҍϞߞం৶ᕕࢺՇߞӎࠫ݇
۶ᅗ࢘Ȃѽфᇒನኸᕕ߷ߞയԇȂӺබԳಯ҃
ನЍ֯ԧৎፑ෩ҍЙь࢙៉Ȅ
ం৶ҞԴӎ؊ᇨ૭ᙱ᠓ȮேјҊȯȄ

She said the EAA encourages estate agents to
follow the standards set out in the Practice Guide
and provide professional services to their clients,
which will in turn raise their status.
The Practice Guide sets forth the core values and
professional attitudes that a professional estate
agency practitioner should have, explains the
responsibilities of management, and provides
practical suggestions on different aspects of estate
agency work.
The Practice Guide is available on the EAA website.
ᆾᇒ؊֖ࣆᗁ໗ִ⃨كוЃЀȞҽȟ۶ഢᇒфࢠޱᗁᆾኒ౿ฟЃЀ
ȞҠȟᗝ֖ୃ߰ྻȂᚎЬȮேјҊȯߞদᙇȄ
EAA Chief Executive Officer Mrs Rosanna Ure (left) and Director of
Regulatory Affairs and General Counsel Ms Eva Lau (right) brief the
press on the Practice Guide.

ᅿᆓܢԝၥϚٗ߬Ӈ

EAA will not accept mail with insufficient postage
ݺᆾᇒ؊ࠕง՜ۖӏѾږ༎ႤߞࠫԆȂᚰթ

ᡥ

෩ᓹࢺ๕Ϡݕ๕Ӧ߰Ȃϲѽ༎ቍўՑӹ

ᆾᇒ؊ߞࠫԆȂӅ༷Ѿږ༎ႤȂࡋᆾᇒ؊Ϙ࿄Йྻ
త՜ႍࠫԆȂϵЙྻ҃Ԇ߰њѾЙߞږᛝȄ
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T

he EAA has received some mail with insufficient
postage recently, and would like to remind
licensees or licence applicants that they must affix
sufficient postage for mail to the EAA. Otherwise,
the EAA will not accept the mail, nor will the EAA
pay the outstanding postage for the sender.

Ԥᜰዺৢ୰ᚠޟ፡ࢥ๖ݎ
Survey findings on the problem of unlawful
transfer of clientele
ᇒ؊ҝՐԨध་֖யۡᎠࣤȂѽϞႋаஏ

ᆾ

ጹਡඏߞயᛟȄᎠࣤຕލᢖӯȂҪգॗĴıĦߞ

ۦണ߰Ԩேޱᑟᝯᗝඡᜃᆷஏጹৎ੯ȂӺҪգĶĹĦߞ
ۦണ߰гҦգܠงᆾᅅ৶ЍϢცၝߞఐȄ
ᆾᇒ؊ԨधँĴııԊயۡȂґണயĲĺĶԩࢺ๕
ϠȄۦണ߰КȂჅҗዴంڰԳಯ҃ನУՐݕѽϯȇ
ĴıĦऎᇒನϠ৶Ȅ
ᎠࣤຕލᢖӯȂĲĳĦۦണ߰ԴԺՐߞԳಯ҃ನЍ֯Ӡ
౾КȂฅ၃ݕᡘᇷĲĶߞܟஏጹਡඏৎ੯Ȅҗ
ዴۦണ߰ࠑӯ៳ݙгҦྻႋᄌۦᜃᆷߞ৶ЍȂҪգॗ
ĴıĦࠑӯྻԨᆾᇒ؊ێݕҁேޱᑟᝯᗝඡȄ
ҩϘўবȂࠕĺıĦۦണ߰ጹ࿚ᔼՅݺცၝаࢽڭӯ
৶ЍڹӡፅЖକϢცၝȂ֭ҪգĶĹĦۦണ߰գܠ
งᆾᅅ৶ЍϢცၝߞఐȄ
ᆾᇒ؊Ꭰࣤൊᗁ၃ನཀᢢࠑݾӯȂӤݺం৶၃௱ঋ
ನࢉїݕጁጹႤਫ਼Ȃᇒನኸ୵Ϟঋళۤცၝ࠲Չన
ࣉѽڨႤਫ਼ҳईНҳȂϵᕕႍ၃௱ᆾᅅ৶ЍߞЍ֯ఐ
۶ᑆՇȂѽڨѤ৶ЍஏۤࠧᔼՅݺცၝߞႤਫ਼Ȅҁ
۲ᣰᄌѹჃգᜃᆷఐᆽ՝ᗝඡȂࡋѽႬ་Ȅ

T

o understand more about the problem of
unlawful transfer of clientele and listings, the
EAA conducted a survey last year. According to
the survey findings, only 30% of respondents
would report suspected cases to law enforcement
institutions and only 58% said their companies
regularly monitored their staff’s access to company
computers.
Out of the 300 questionnaires sent out to the trade,
the EAA received 195 completed ones. Over half of
the respondents had been in the trade for at least
five years and 30% were from management.
A b o u t 1 2 % o f re s p o n d e n t s s a i d t h e y h a d
discovered or heard about only one to five
suspected cases of unlawful transfer of clientele in
the past. Over half of the respondents believed that
if their companies discovered such an incident, the
management would fire the suspected employees.
Only 30% said their companies would report the
cases to the EAA or law enforcement institutions.
Nearly 90% of the respondents said the listings
were stored in the company computers and staff
members were required to log in with a password.
However, only 58% of them regularly checked the
access records.
Chief Manager of the EAA Investigation
Section Mr Eric Wong said that as practitioners
often handle information of clients and listings,
management should take security measures to
prevent leakage of information. He suggested they
also constantly monitor the work of their employees
to prevent them from stealing information not
stored in computers and urged employers to report
suspected cases to the relevant authorities as
soon as they discover them. Otherwise, it would be
difficult to investigate the cases.
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ॷ෫ϛМσᏰᕕۏଊ໌፡ࢥ
Chinese University appointed to conduct survey
ᇒ؊൵ࠕϞশสКћЂᐯশสڲщुݙٿ

ᆾ

ऎࢺ๕Ϡ་֖Ϙ༵ᎠࣤȂѽϞႋҁেᅆᆾᇒ؊

ԧፑЍ֯фࢺ᠈་ᄑӏڽਣߞऻޱȄ
࣏ըᎠࣤണயĶıı֜ࢺ๕ϠȄണயݺӎՐਆܞ
Ⴥც႖་֖Ȃണய༡ॗऎĲıĲĶжៗȄᆾᇒ؊ྻ
ᔌᑟݩҍߞࢺ๕Ϡც႖ၳፅӹПुݙٿȂ֭ڭЙྻݣ
ᠨգᝯϠЀߞܖԩێݕҁৎϠႤਫ਼Ȅ
Ꭰࣤݙఀຕލգׄᆾᇒ؊ۘࣆܠຉȂ෩п֖ߞ
ѪӀሃԳ֜Ȅᆾᇒ؊۲ᣰജݩКߞࢺ๕Ϡњࢺ࣏ը
ᎠࣤȄ

T

he EAA has appointed the Hong Kong
Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies of The Chinese
University of Hong Kong to conduct a survey
among licensees to gauge their views on different
aspects of the work of the EAA and on the future
development of the CPD Scheme.
The survey aims to interview 500 licensees.
Interviews will be conducted over the phone this
summer and will last about 10 to 15 minutes each.
The EAA will pass only the phone numbers, not
the names or other personal details, of randomly
selected licensees to the institute.
The EAA would like to call upon licensees
approached by the institute to support the survey,
whose findings will help the EAA formulate policies
to promote the competence and enhance the
status of the trade.

ູࠒфߒღڗᅿᆓ
ԩࡑࣆܹܡ৶ȃϬԩᗑԪࣲࡡ۶Ӛ။யᛟ

У

ᓱг࢈Ȟࡑȟߞܡ৶ȂѽфیԩᗑԪනఐ

ඡೡܡ৶ݺĶѡĲĹџۖണᆾᇒ؊Ȃڭሃᆾᇒ؊ே֖ᗁ
ᆾཀᇯᚳԐӠྻবȞहКҽбȟȄᆾᇒ؊Ԩ҃ࠑᄥᚎ
ЬϞশสԳಯ҃ನߞഢᇒۘ࢘Ȃфᆾᇒ؊ߞӇᕝȶࣾ
གᓿȷనࣉȄ
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A delegation from Vietnam
visited the EAA

F

ive Vietnam government officials and three
officers from the Vietnam Country Office of
the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
were received by the EAA Director of Operations
Mr Anthony Wong (sixth from left in the photo)
on 18 May. The delegates, accompanied by two
police officers from the Joint Financial Intelligence
Unit, were briefed on the regulatory regime for
estate agents in Hong Kong and the anti-money
laundering measures undertaken by the EAA.

ಛॎኵԅġStatistics
ถྱኵҬȞܻĳıĲıԑĴТĴĲРॎᆗȟ
Number of licences (as at 31/3/2010)
ᖉ৶๕ġSalesperson’s licences

14,396

Գಯ҃ನȞৎϠȟ๕ġEstate agent’s licences (individual)

+ 13,037

ৎϠ๕ᗁዴġTotal no. of individual licences

27,433

Գಯ҃ನȞгҦȟ๕ġEstate agent’s licences (company)

2,017

ᕊཾ၏ᇳ݂ਪኵҬȞܻĳıĲıԑĴТĴĲРॎᆗȟ
Number of statements of particulars of business
(as at 31/3/2010)

ᑾႤ၃ᖉġ
Sole
proprietorships

1,543
ᖂኵġTotal

գনгҦġ
Limited companies

4,780

2,977

Ԫᄰ၃ᖉġ
Partnerships

260

ᕕޟວİકএਰኵҬȞĳıĲıԑĲТՍĴТȟ
Number of complaint / bankruptcy cases received (January to March 2010)
ظৎ੯ġComplaint cases

123

ಯৎ੯ġBankruptcy cases

15

ϐ౩ޟວএਰ๖ݎīȞĳıĲıԑġĲТՍĴТȟ
Results of completed complaint cases*
(January to March 2010)

ێҁȞڼՂظϠᅣظݕӤݺജ
ظϠЙԓ࣏ࢺ๕ϠփೣѤᎠࣤȟ
Others (e.g. cases withdrawn by the
complainant or curtailed because the
complainee was no longer a licensee)

Ⴄਫ਼Йږ
Insufficient information to pursue

ࢽᇍӲ
Substantiated
58 (30.7%)

50 (26.5%)
ᗁዴġŕŰŵŢŭġ

ĲĹĺ
19
(10.0%)

62 (32.8%)

ϐ౩ޟકএਰኵҬȞĳıĲıԑĲТՍĴТȟ
Number of completed bankruptcy cases (January to March 2010)

ࢽᇍЙӲ
Unsubstantiated

18*

īġൊж࣏݀Րతᖔߞৎ੯ġ
Some cases were carried over from previous years
11

٠ࢥԩኵȞĳıĲıԑĲТՍĴТȟ
Number of compliance inspections (January to March 2010)
ȶϘјȷጁጹġFirst-sale sites

327

҃ನᏛġAgency shops

195

ᇨϯߏዃטġOnline property advertisements

120

င٠ࢥࢥܪܖՄี౪ٮԙҳޟႂೣএਰȞĳıĲıԑĲТՍĴТȟ
Number of substantiated non-compliance cases arising from inspections or
spot checks (January to March 2010)

32*

īġൊж࣏݀Րతᖔߞৎ੯ġ
Some cases were carried over from previous years

कࡡϷȞĳıĲıԑĲТՍĴТȟ
Disciplinary actions (January to March 2010)
ജዶԣᏚߞ๕ዴӫġNumber of licences suspended

8

ജᅣᏚߞ๕ዴӫġNumber of licences revoked

0

ՃၐЅՃၐР
Examination and date
Գಯ҃ನႤւႏ
Estate Agents Qualifying Examination

ணҐϠዴ
No. of candidates

Ԫತ
Pass rate

25/2/2010

1,640

44%

ᖉ৶Ⴄւႏġ
Salespersons Qualifying Examination

ணҐϠዴ
No. of candidates

Ԫತ
Pass rate

26/2/2010

1,583

52%

ȮчԳȯӤᆾᇒ؊ȄՂְލЙౕؓԓ՜ۖթҏߏȂ७ც 3628 9711ݕც༎enquiry@eaa.org.hk഼ߢᆾᇒ؊Ȅ
Horizons is sent by the EAA. If you wish to stop receiving it, please call the EAA at 3628 9711 or email to enquiry@eaa.org.hk to
unsubscribe.
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